
MANEKI-NEKO FEATURES 

► FREE SPINS BONUS 
3x or more Cat Scatter symbols, anywhere on
the reels, trigger a Free Spins Bonus.
When the Cat selects a Cat Scatter,
a single Cat Scatter on the reels is
enough to trigger the bonus. 2, 3, 4, 5
or 6 Cat Scatters award 5, 10,15, 20
or 25 for 25 free spins respectively. 

► LINKED REELS 
The Japanese symbols for 2, 3 or 5 in the
Cat's paw link the same number of adjacent
random reels to display repeated symbols. 

► LINES EXTENSION 
The Cat can also select any one
of the regular reel symbols and
if this symbol wins on the reels,
the line extends by one more symbol. 

► WIN MULTIPLIER 
A Win Multiplier in the Maneki Cat's
paw increases the spin's win by up to x20!

► GOLDEN SYMBOL 
When the Cat's paw shows a golden
version of a random game symbol, every
symbol of the same type on the
reels turns into a Wild for a spin.
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A JAPANESE THEMED SLOT FEATURING 
THE FORTUNE TALISMAN, MANEKI NEKO

The Maneki Cat randomly selects one of
five special features on every spin to give
you one of the following: Free Spins

Win Multiplier up to 20x
Linked Reels, where either 2,3 or 5
adjacent random reels may display
repeated symbols Golden Symbols,repeated symbols Golden Symbols,
where every symbol of the same
type on the reels turns into a Wild for a spin.
Lines Extension, where if the regular reel
symbol is part of any winning lines, each
of them extends by one extra symbol
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